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•of lonely sickness, of lurking enemies, and pining
famine. Stormy lakes—those great inland seas—are no
•obstacles to his wanderings: in his light canoe of bark
he sports, like a feather, on their waves ; and darts, with
the swiftness of an arrow, down the roaring rapids of
the rivers. His very subsistence is snatched from the
midst of toil and peril. He gains his food by the hard-
•ships and dangers of the chase: he wraps himself in the
spoils of the bear, the panther, and the buffalo, and
rsleeps among the thunders of the cataract.
No hero of ancient or modern days can surpass the
Indian in his lofty contempt of death, and the fortitude
with which he sustains its cruellest affliction. Indeed,
we here behold him rising superior to the white man, in
•consequence of his peculiar education. The latter rushes
to glorious death at the cannon's mouth; the former
•calmly contemplates its approach, and triumphantly
endures it, amidst the varied torments of surrounding
foes and the protracted agonies of fire. He even takes a
_pride in taunting his persecutors, and provoking their
ingenuity of torture; and as the devouring flames prey
•on his very vitals, and the flesh shrinks from the sinews,
.he raises his last song of triumph, breathing the defiance
of an unconquered heart, and invoking the spirits of his
:fathers to witness that he dies without a groan.
Notwithstanding the obloquy with which the early
historians have overshadowed the characters of the
unfortunate natives, some bright gleams occasionally
-break through, which throw a degree of melancholy
lustre on their memories. Facts are occasionally to be
met with in the rude annals of the eastern provinces,
which, though recorded with the colouring of prejudice
•and bigotry, yet speak for themselves; and will be dwelt

